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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to study the lmplementation of Performance-Related-.

Pay (PRP) among Freshly Graduated Quantity Surveyors in Sabah. lt is about the

positive effects a PRP scheme can bring into organisations, the disability of firms to

counter - balance the negativity of implementation, incorrbct implementation, as well

as methods to be done in improving the implementation of PRP scheme.

This research takes place in Sabah. lt is a quantitative research where it used

questionnaires to analyse the data collection. There are 3 main objectives of this

research which are the effects, challenges and methods on improving the PRP

scheme implementation. Based on the literature review, there are many positive

effects that a PRP scheme is able to bring into organisation. However, it also

portrayed that there are various challenges in implementing it. As a result, there is a

need to assess the methods and ways to improve the implementation of PRP scheme

in construction industry, specifically in Sabah.

From the findings, it turned out that the number of freshly graduated quantity

surveyors who were unaware of this scheme was higher. This portrayed the low

awareness level among them. Besides, the results proved that more oithem who

work in private sectors have better awareness tfrai tfrose working in publiesectors. A

total of 81 questionnaires have been distributed with 47 numbers returned, resulting

in a 58% of response. The most agreed effect was the importance of firms to identify

its goals & objectives before implementing. The least was punishment and value of

financial incentives. As for challenges, the highest vote was free - riding of workers

and the lowest would be expensive implementation. Education and lnowledge were

the most voted improvement methods while compulsion being the least.

Keywords : Freshly Graduated Quantity Surveyors, Performance - Related - Pay,

Sabah
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUGTION

1.1 Background of Studies

Performance-related-pay (PRP) is one of the most famous incentives that have been

implemented in many industries inclusive of construction industry. However, it has not

been widely used and its implementation also have some issues that cause it to fail

sometimes. lt is a good thing actually, if it is implemented in a correct way. As we all

know also, PRP is one of the many tools to enhance the development of a company

/ firm.

PRP is a system where the performance of workers will decide on the amount

of pay he is qualified for. This also means that workers are not only paid based on

their qualification, but also on how good they are in doing the tasks given. Take for

instance, a civil engineer with a bachelor's degree could be paid RIVI2,500 per month,

but due to his productivity he can be paid more than his fixed pay. On the other hand,

one without a proper education background may only be paid RtU1,500 or below, but

due to his performance, he can be paid more than his actual fixed pay. Reward top

performers with higher pay (Peter, 2018).ln addition, the continuous improvement of

workers can also get them promoted, where promotion is one of the terms in PRP.

There are some criterias will be lined by their managers or directors for them

to achieve, known as Key Performance lndex (KPl). Study has also been done that

PRP scheme has been effective and is also able to improve not only one's productivity

but the whole industry. However, as explained before that it has not been widely used

in construction industry. Some construction firms may not know the positive effects

and benefits that a PRP scheme can actually bring. The implementation of PRP has

not also been widely used in construction industry.
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